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In a volatile week, the Nifty witnessed profit booking at higher levels and
closed the week with a loss of nearly 138 points.

The markets started the week on a subdued note with Nifty at 5076 on
Monday and the market sentiment turned weak in view of the sharp sell off
seen in the Telecom stocks in the backdrop of rising concerns over the
increasing competition in the Telecom sector. As a result, the Nifty fell to a
low of 4921 on Tuesday before the rising global markets aided the market
recovery and Nifty touched a weekly high of 5077 on Wednesday. Thereafter,
the profit booking set in and the market witnessed a sharp fall and the
Nifty touched a 2-week low of 4935 on Friday before closing the week at
4945.

While the FIIs who where the key drivers to the recent market rally -
continued to be buyers albeit with less vigour, Mutual Funds continued to
be net sellers in the Indian equities. FIIs were net buyers to the tune of
Rs.1577 Cr. while, the Mutual Funds recorded net sales worth Rs.2339 Cr.

Telecom was the biggest sectoral loser on concerns that the profitability of
the telecom companies would decrease in view of the ‘price wars’ in the
sector. IT-software has also under performed during the week as rupee
appreciated by 2.8% to close at Rs.46.42/$. For the 3rd consecutive week
Realty sector continued to under perform the market. While the FMCG gained
as investors turned to defensive sectors and the Consumer Durable sector
outperformed the market on news of government announcing the payment
of Rs.17,500crs. to its employees – the second installment of the 6th pay
commission arrears .  The metal  s tocks  witnessed market  interest  as
commodity prices rose due to weakening dollar.

The breadth of 1:2 on Friday indicates that there is selective selling in the
mid-cap and small-cap space.

Equity Buy Sell Net
FII 20592.70 19015.40 1577.30
MF 3065.50 5405.30 -2339.80
Debt Buy Sell Net
FII 4696.70 1104.50 3592.20
MF 29868.70 10090.70 19778.00

Indices 09/10/09 01/10/09 % Var
FMCG 2,751.98 2,592.49 6.15
CD 3,670.87 3,475.98 5.61
METAL 14,511.67 14,202.60 2.18
HC 4,399.66 4,347.21 1.21
POWER 3,082.39 3,063.15 0.63
C G 13,687.81 13,730.74 -0.31
PSU 8,888.27 8,932.12 -0.49
OIL & GAS 10,264.48 10,387.67 -1.19
BANKEX 9,771.71 9,931.79 -1.61
AUTO 6,450.01 6,603.19 -2.32
REALTY 4,389.93 4,507.64 -2.61
IT 4,276.81 4,611.23 -7.25

Particulars 09/10/09 01/10/09 % Var
SENSEX 16642.66 17134.55 -2.87
MIDCAP 6301.38 6302.01 -0.01
SMLCAP 7371.79 7587.18 -2.84
BSE-100 8754.86 8941.42 -2.09
BSE-200 2058.76 2096.63 -1.81
BSE-500 6436.07 6556.29 -1.83
S&P NIFTY 4945.20 5083.40 -2.72
NIFTY Junior 9391.70 9391.05 0.01
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FII F&O Open Interest (Rs. in Cr.)
Particulars 09/10/09 01/10/09 %Var FII net
Index Futures 11271.86 11377.60 -0.93 -710.30
Index Options 31003.15 30159.02 2.80 1349.07
Stock Futures 24366.50 23103.49 5.47 -3057.54
Stock Options 544.53 348.11 56.42 8.96
Total 67186.03 64988.22 3.38 -2409.81
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The market started October on a cautious note and it has been facing resis-
tance at higher levels and as result the weakness is expected to continue in
the short term. Currently only a Nifty close above 5077 level would indicate
that the up-trend in the market has resumed.

While the immediate support for the Nifty is between the 4750-4900 range,
a close below the 4750 level would indicate that the market would enter a
correction phase, thereby indicating that the market could fall by 15-20%
from the peak.

The IIP numbers to be announced on 12th are expected to dictate the imme-
diate market direction, After the improvement seen in IIP numbers in the
previous two months, continuation of this trend is expected to lend support
to the markets, while any negative surprise is expected to result in fresh
selling pressure.

Thereafter, the corporate quarterly results and earnings’ guidance, would
continue to dictate the market sentiment in the short term. The market would
be keenly watching the dollar movement, as the continuous weakness in the
dollar has been the key driver for the rally in the Metal and Oil prices. The
market would end the week with the “Diwali muhurat trading” on Satur-
day.

The market would be keenly watching the IPOs, QIP and other fund raising
programs of the companies as the increase in the supply of the shares has
been capping the market upside by diverting the funds from the secondary
market. With the slowdown of the FII purchases and the increase in mutual
fund sales the market would be keenly watching the institutional activity to
figure out further market direction.
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Global Markets
Particulars 09/10/09 01/10/09 % Var
Nikkei 10016.39 9731.87 2.92

SHANGHAI 2911.72 2779.43 4.76

HANG SENG 21499.44 20375.49 5.52

FTSE 100 5161.87 4988.70 3.47

BOVESPA 64071.01 61171.99 4.74

DOW 9864.94 9487.67 3.98

Nasdaq 2139.28 2048.11 4.45

World Indices: Nikkei benchmark index rose for the week by tracking its strong global peers
and short covering by the investors, even as brokerage upgrades of firms lifted the market
sentiment. Strong oil prices boosted the energy space and rise in Baltic Dry index supporting
the shipping companies, adding to the market’s upward movement. By the close of session on
Friday, the Nikkei was up 2.92% to close above 10,000 at 1016.39. In the European market, the
British benchmark index rose for the week as positive economic & service sector data, M&A
activity, coupled with strong Q3 results from corporates supported the market. However profit
booking from the investors and weakness in the metal prices towards the week’s close limited
the upside of the market. By the close of session on Friday, the FTSE was up 3.47% to rest at
5161.87. On the US front, the indices surged during the week to close at a 2009 high as growing
optimism regarding an economic recovery coupled with positive economic and corporate data
buoyed the market. Brokerage upgrade of banking space and raise in interest rate from the
Australian Central bank supported the upward movement of the market. While the poor response
to the US bond issue and weakness in the telecom space restricted its upward movement. By
the close of session on Friday, the Dow was up 3.98% to stand at 9864.94, while the S&P 500
and the NASDAQ surged 4.51% and 4.45% to close at 1071.49 and 2139.28 respectively.

Oil-Brent ($/Barrel):  Crude oil prices rose for the week by tracking the strong global equity
markets, decrease in inventory level, weakness of the dollar and on the rise in the forecast of
global consumption from the International Energy Agency. The rise in the supply of gasoline
curtailed its upside. By the close of session on Friday, the Dated Brent Spot closed at $69.88/
barrel, as compared to the previous week close of $67.14/barrel.

Other Indicators
Particulars 09/10/09 01/10/09 % Var
Nifty P/E 22.58 22.89 -1.35
Sensex P/E 21.46 22.24 -3.51
Inflation 26/09/2009 0.70 0.83 -15.66
Rs. / $ 46.42 47.75 2.79
Gold $ / Oz. 1049.85 1002.70 4.70
Oil-Brent -$/brl 69.88 67.14 4.08

Other Indicators
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Event Date
India - IIP 12-10-2009

India - WPI Inflation 15-10-2009

US - Jobless Claims 15-10-2009

US - Industrial Production 16-10-2009

Gainers                                            Losers
HINDALCO RCOM
HUL BHARTI ARTL
SAIL IDEA CELLULAR
TATA STEEL HCL TECH
CIPLA WIPRO

Weekly Gainers & Losers (NSE-Nifty)

Gainers Close % Var
Gammon India 228.20 24.19
Spice Jet 40.90 17.36
Oracle Financial Ser 2099.25 17.16
Marg Ltd. 172.35 16.97
Jet Airways 432.60 14.57
Titan Inds 1423.30 14.34
BASF India 342.00 13.08
Sun Pharma Adv. Res. 92.55 12.87
Exide Inds 100.45 12.68
Indiabulls Real Ests 293.25 11.06
Losers Close % Var
Reliance Comm. 249.35 -16.94

Bharti Airtel 343.15 -14.28

Shree Ashtavinayak 58.45 -13.92

Cals Refineries 0.72 -12.20

Idea Cellular 62.40 -11.61

HCL Technologies 296.25 -11.47

Arvind 36.35 -9.35

Mindtree Ltd 542.20 -9.34

Mphasis 615.95 -9.23

Wipro 552.85 -9.15

Top Gainers and Losers (BSE-500)

   Delivery Trading Buy

Company: Tata Power
CMP       : Rs.  1320.60

Stoploss  : Rs.  1258.45

As currently there is distribution at higher levels, investors/traders should book profits wherever
the valuation have become expensive after the recent rallies. Since the market could enter a
medium term correction if there is disappointment over quarterly results or continuation of
fund selling, one needs to be alert and try to shift to safer sectors or stocks in the current
scenario. Traders should continue to maintain strict stop loss and they should avoid converting
trading stock into investments.

Forex: Rupee appreciated for the week as the dollar inflows into the market on the back of
continued FII inflows and weakness in the Dollar against other major currencies. However on
the last day of the week, the rupee’s rally was capped, as exporters sold the dollars and dollar
regained some strength against the other currencies. Rupee closed at Rs 46.40/$, down from
the high of 46.22/$ on Thursday, as against the previous week’s close of Rs 47.74/$.

Bond Markets: Bond prices continued to fall as the markets were concerned about the hardening
of the interest rates and due to the poor cut off price for the auction that was below the
markets expectation. However, the fall was limited as the remarks made by the Deputy Chairman
of Planning Commission that there would not be an exit in the economic stimulus till the GDP
growth touches 7% and on to unexpected easing in inflation. The 6.90% 10-year government
securities closed at Rs 97.08 (7.32% YTM), as compared to the previous close of Rs 97.75
(7.22% YTM). The inter-bank call rate closed higher for the week at 3.25%-3.30%.
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